We assumed that the solid solution Mr&o$e3,0, (MCFO) [I] is crystaked in structuns with T , ' Bravais It is well-known that spin-orbit interaction influences on the band structure and optical characteristics such material as Ni (Z(lJiP28, M e t Z -is the total nuclear charge for one MCFO chemical formula) [4] . So the spin-orbit interaction term has been taken into account and electronic band structure of MCFO has been calculated within the scope one-electron pseudopotential approach by means of quasirelativistic,Schroedinger equation solving [5] , which is equivalent to the system of equations:
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where T = --v2, Yr (2 -is the spin index, 7 1 for spin in "upu--state, 7 = 2 for spin in "downU-state) -is a spinor .\,,
